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ONEBOX

indoor / outdoor use

universal enclosures

The Kele OneBox series is perfect
for your everyday indoor or outdoor
applications. These enclosures provide
protection from dust, dirt, oil, and
water. They also feature the option
of a field-installed perforated subpanel.
Available in three sizes:

16" x 16", 24" x 24", 36" x 24"
AVAILABLE NOW AT KELE.COM
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available in three sizes

																									

DTS 310 SERIES

T775 SERIES
Analytics
Single- or Multi-Loop Standalone Controller

The DTS 310 Series has a compact DIN rail design, requires
no external power source to operate, and comes with color
coded, pluggable connectivity. This meter is certified to ANSI
C12.20 Class 0.2 (Revenue Grade) providing the most
accurate data acquisition available. It can function in either a
single, split or three phase environment and is equipped with
auto-topology detection. The DTS 310 works with all “safe”
333mV or 5A current transformers (CTs) and comes with CT
Reverse Algorithms for automatic correction of in-proper field
mounted CTs. 		
		
AVAILABLE NOW AT KELE.COM

A70 SERIES

The A70 Series weather instruments with signal conditioning
provide a 4-20 mA output proportional to wind speed
(A70-SL), wind direction (A70-DL), barometric pressure
(A70-PL), or rainfall (A70-RL). The A70 Series provides the
user with weather information that can be used for monitoring
purposes or as an input to control systems.

The Model T775 Single- or Multi-Loop Standalone
Controller is a standalone multi-point and multi-loop
controller designed for a wide range of applications.
The I/O point mix is unit-specific with temperature,
humidity, and pressure input models available. Relay
or analog output models may be selected as well.
Single-loop, two-loop, and reset controllers may be
selected, all including a seven-day time clock for output
disable or night setback. The relay output controllers have
adjustable differential control algorithms. Analog output
controllers have adjustable throttling range, proportional
plus integral (PI), or proportional, integral, and derivative
(PID) control. The backlit display is easy to read, and the
menu-driven setup is simple. The T775 is available in
NEMA 1 or NEMA 4X enclosures for the most demanding
environments.

		

			

AVAILABLE NOW AT KELE.COM
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SE8300 SERIES:

PROGRAMMABLE FAN COIL CONTROLLER

With the Schneider Electric SE8300 Series fan coil room controllers, smart energy management has never been easier.
Designed for new construction and retrofit projects, the room controllers dramatically decrease project delivery costs by
reducing installation, configuration, and commissioning time. No complex software or tools are required to customize
functionality in order to meet your application requirements. The room controllers provide all the advanced features and
monitoring functions required by modern building automation systems in a simple compact enclosure. The SE8300 Series
is specifically designed to provide exceptional temperature control of multi-speed fan coil units. All models can provide
advanced occupancy routines and automatic energy savings during occupied periods without sacrificing occupant
comfort. When compared to traditional building automation controllers, the SE8300 Series fan coil room controllers
provide unmatched return on investment.

AVAILABLE NOW AT KELE.COM
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TECH TALK
Did you know?

by David Roames / Technical Sales Support Specialist, Kele

QUESTION 1:
I have a CO2 sensor that has an analog output and, I need to control a damper that has an existing 2-position
actuator. What are my options?

Ideally you would use the CO2 sensor output as an input to a building automation controller and let that control the damper. If a BAS
controller is not an option, a small single-loop controller, like the Honeywell T775U2016, is a good choice. The T775U is a great allpurpose PID based controller. Finally, if a BAS controller is not an option and if the T775U is a budget breaker, there is the UCS-121.
The UCS-121 is a sequencing module that has an adjustable setpoint and an adjustable differential. Since both are adjustable, 2-position
control can be achieved. Example: the 4-20 mA output of the CO2 sensor represents 0-2000 ppm, making 10.4 mA = 800 ppm.
Using 10.4 mA as the setpoint and adjusting the differential to 1.6 mA should give you the ability to open the damper at 900 ppm
and close the damper at 700 ppm. Please note that setpoint and differential settings are for explanatory purposes only. Be sure to take
into account your specific application requirements and any codes that apply when selecting these values.
QUESTION 2:
What are the “standard” terminal designations for thermostats?

There are many thermostats to choose from but fortunately most manufacturers use the same or very similar designations. Be sure to
follow the guidelines laid out in the manual for your particular thermostat. Please see the chart below for general terminal designations:
Terminal

Typical meaning								

Wire color used

RC

power for the cooling side of the STAT					

red

RH

power for the heating side of the STAT					

red

R

power for the STAT and often the heating side of the STAT			

red

the common for the STAT (referenced to R, RH and/or RC)			

black

fan control when used with single-speed fans					

green

Y (Y1, Y2, Y3)

indicates cooling output (a number appears when there are multiple stages)

yellow

W (W1, W2, W3)

indicates heating output (a number appears when there are multiple stages)

white

heat pump change over reversing valve					

orange or blue

C (COM)
G

O or B, O/B
		

E

T or TT or RS

emergency heat output
remote temperature sensor
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QSE SERIES
MAG FLOWMETER

The QSE Mag Series is a dependable, highly accurate electromagnetic flowmeter designed for flow and usage monitoring
in commercial applications. The Noryl® housing and flow tube offer a lightweight, easy-to-install Mag Meter that is
resistant to heat (210°F / 99°C) and compatible with many water-based liquid solutions. The QSE Mag Meter monitors
flow rate and total flow in a wide variety of applications, including HVAC, turf/irrigation, and other water reclamation
applications.
AVAILABLE NOW AT KELE.COM
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PS, PSB, PSC, PSP, and PSW SERIES
Altech’s DIN rail mountable power supply line is reliable, cost effective, space economical, easy to install, and maintain.
They are able to handle any industrial process requirement. In addition, you do not need to oversize them; they are
designed to work on 100% load capacity. The universal input, power factor correction, and many approvals prove that
Altech Power Supplies will function in a wide variety of applications. Wide operation temperature range, high efficiency,
and many protections make Altech Power supplies your best choice.
			

								

AVAILABLE AT KELE.COM

T5100
The Telaire/Amphenol Advanced Sensors Models T5100 and 8041 Carbon Dioxide sensors are designed to monitor the
CO2 levels to provide an indication of occupancy for use in demand-controlled ventilation according to ASHRAE Standard 62.
Model T5100 wall-mount carbon dioxide sensors are designed to monitor the CO2 concentration in a room. The Model
8041 is a duct-mount sensor with 4˝ probes that monitor the carbon dioxide levels inside a duct air stream. Each model
outputs a 0-10 VDC signal representing a 0-2000 ppm concentration of CO2.
			

								

																									

AVAILABLE AT KELE.COM
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This article was originally published in High Performing Buildings Magazine.

how to design your
take advantage of a bui
So you got the green light to add a building analytics
engine on your new project? Now it’s time to get started
on the control system design. Whether you are applying
analytics for a new construction project or as part of a
controls upgrade, you have to keep the endgame in mind
at every stage of the design process. The performance
of your enhanced visualization, fault detection and
diagnostics, or real-time optimization will depend upon
the design of your control system. Here are a few design
considerations to get the most out of your new building
automation system and analytics engine.

The other basic need for a building analytics project to
thrive is a superfast IP backbone. That means no shared
network with the IT department. For larger projects, that
also means fiber optic communication. The cost difference will be marginal, but the performance and increased
lifespan will be significant. Your new building analytics
project will need to process lots of data at impressive
refresh rates. A limited device, OT-only network keeps
data flowing securely without bogging down the IT
network that your building is using for applications like
email and public WiFi.

NETWORK SPEED

DATA STORAGE

It all starts with the speed of your network and your data
throughput. Don’t get stuck using a straw when you
really need a garden hose. How to design a fast, reliable
network is a topic for another article, so we’ll just touch
on a few basics here. One key pinch point of any network architecture is the serial communication. Whether
it’s LON or BACnet MS/TP, it doesn’t matter, the typical
rule of thumb for the number of devices on the network
segment does not apply to your analytics project. Not if
you want fast, reliable data from those VAV boxes or FCU
controllers. Limit your serial network segments to around
15 devices and consider how many points are included in
each device.

Now that you have a fast, reliable network, make sure
you are equipped to take advantage of it. Data storage is
cheap so don’t skimp. Specify a system that saves years
of trend data for every single BMS point at intervals as
small as one minute. A database with solid compression
could keep two years of 1-minute interval data for 10,000
points in less than 20GB—you can get more memory on
your next smartphone.
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To identify cycling compressors, valves, or dampers,
your analytics engine will need high-frequency data on
the order of once a minute. Catching these issues before
they cause mechanical failures will add years to the life of
your equipment.

																									

ur control system to
uilding analytics engine
Your system can also tell you when it’s time to clean
your condenser coil or change your fan belts, preventing
failures and reducing unnecessary maintenance. But in
order to implement this type of predictive analytics, you’ll
need many months, if not years, of data to effectively
develop robust performance predictions that take into
account annual occupancy and weather patterns.

MAKE DATA MAKE SENSE
Now that your OT network is securely processing building data at high speeds and your dedicated servers are
saving the data at appropriate intervals, how do you
make sense of all the zeroes and ones? How can all the
information be organized in a way that is easy to review
and search?
The fundamental concept behind any analytics engine
is the data model. You don’t have to worry about this
organization before your project starts, but you’ll save
yourself a big headache if you do. Applying a data model
and data analytics to a disorganized BMS can be
incredibly costly, but specifying even a basic structure
before your project starts can be fairly painless.
Specify the points list you want to be communicated from
each device along with a strict point naming convention.
While this might seem obvious, this is not included in the
design on the vast majority of construction projects.
There are even a few large and prominent control

systems out there that don’t use point names at all,
relying instead on a combination of letters and numbers
to specify the software and hardware points of each
controller, such as AI02 and BV12. Imagine trying to
organize 10,000 point names like these.
If you’d like to take the additional step of completely
specifying the data model at the outset of your project,
don’t recreate the wheel. Instead, choose an existing
methodology. We use the Project Haystack metadata
tagging model. But just specifying this data model is not
sufficient. We still must provide a list of points and the
appropriate tags to limit costly integration issues on the
back end. While you may have selected a great controls
contractor, it is unlikely they are intimately familiar with
the data model you’ve selected or understand the needs
of your new analytics system.
While there are many more details that make up an
effective and powerful building control system, these
three design considerations will make the implementation
of an analytics platform a much easier proposition.
You are now ready to realize the potential of that platform
to improve occupant comfort, reduce utility costs, and
increase operational efficiency for years to come.
Article Authored by
Jon Schoenfeld – Director, Energy & Analytics, Kodaro | kodaro.com
Article Supplied by
Ken Sinclair for automatedbuildings.com
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signaling 101

by the experts at Edwards Signaling

From the amber light of a rotating beacon at an airport to the double flash of a red strobe in a Division 2 area, Edwards
provides the widest array of visual signaling solutions in the industry. The following is a brief overview of several types
of visual signals and applications.
BEACON TYPES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Rotating Beacons
Used to signal over a large area such as airports, distribution centers, and large process areas
Flashing Beacons
Used to signal attention and equipment condition in process control lines, airport baggage areas, and other
areas requiring human interface
Double Flashing Beacons
Used to signal attention and equipment condition over wide areas. Sometimes used in lieu of rotating beacons
Steady Beacons
Used to identify a continuous source or process
Strobe Lights
Used for equipment status and malfunction indication over large and high noise areas
Diode Supervised and UL® 1971 Strobe Lights
Diode polarized strobes are used in electronically supervised alarm circuits. When the strobe has a UL® 1971
listing, it may also be used in compatible fire alarm systems as a signaling device for the hearing impaired.

LENS COLORS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Most Edwards strobes, steady and flashing beacons, come in six lens colors: amber, blue, clear, green, magenta,
and red. Edwards LED signals come in amber, blue, green, red, and, in some cases, white. The following are
examples of how various lens colors are used in industrial and commercial signaling environments:

Red: Denotes emergency or warning

Magenta: Used for radiation alarms

Clear (or White) & Green: Used to indicate normal run operation

Amber: Denotes caution
9
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Blue: Used for safety and security

																									

AUDIBLE SIGNALS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Edwards signals use a variety of light sources: halogen, standard incandescent, LED, and strobe. The following is a brief
overview of these type of light sources and their uses.
Bells
6˝, 8˝, and 10˝ bells are used for alarms over large areas such as distribution centers. 4˝ bells are used for smaller applications.
Single stroke bells are most useful for paging applications.
Vibrating Horns
Used to signal attention and equipment condition in process control lines and other areas requiring human interface
Buzzers
Most often used for local annunciation of noncritical events but can also be used when a distinctive paging signal is required
Chimes
Suitable for relatively quiet locations to page or locally annunciate
Sirens and Outdoor Warning Signals
For use in general services and emergency warning over large geographic areas

LIGHT SOURCES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
From the soft melodic sound of a chime to the ear piercing emergency blast of an outdoor warning signal, Edwards audible
signals produce sounds that demand immediate attention.
LED
Used in areas where vibration resistance and long life are of utmost concern. Light output with older technology LEDs is
relatively poor; newer technology LEDs have vastly improved light output but are still expensive
Halogen
Used in areas where high light output and long life are considerations. Halogen light sources work well in high ambient light
areas. However, halogen bulbs tend to perform unfavorably in high vibration environments
Incandescent
Incandescent light sources are typically the most inexpensive. They are often used in applications where cost is a driving factor.
Incandescent bulbs tend to have a relatively short lifespan. Their light output, while usually sufficient, is less than that of a
halogen or strobe.
Strobes
Strobes are known for their exceptional bright burst of light energy. A strobe light passes a brief, intense pulse of electric current
through a gas, which then emits a brilliant burst of light. The gas is usually one of two inert gases: xenon or krypton. Strobe
lights are very vibration resistant and will function for thousands of hours before requiring replacement.
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signaling 101

(continued)

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
Sound pressure fluctuations diminish or “die out” with increasing distance from the sound source. A distance must generally
be specified along with the dB rating to fully describe a sound. The sound pressure level changes 6 dB for each halving or
doubling of distance. For a change in distance of ten times, the sound pressure level changes 20 dB.

TYPICAL dB LEVELS WHEN SELECTING AUDIBLE SIGNALS
In specifying a signaling device, the above characteristics should be considered along with as many factors
concerning the application as can be gathered. Selecting the proper device for each signaling application need not be
difficult if the following points are observed.
1. Signal Function
The basic types of functions to which signals can be applied are general alarm or emergency, start and dismissal, paging
or coding, localized danger, and indication. The first step in selecting a signal is to carefully define this function. Is the
signal a warning, a call, or an instruction? Will it be used to protect life or property? How much time will be available to
take action? Obviously, the more critical the application, the more startling the signal generated must be. A horn is
generally the most startling signal. Its rasping tone commands immediate attention. A single stroke bell can be used for
paging applications where danger is not at hand. A small buzzer may serve to notify a machine operator that a particular
operation is completed.
2. Uniform Sound Distribution
Usually, better signal distribution can be achieved by carefully positioning a number of smaller signals throughout a given
area than by centrally locating a single large unit.
3. Ambient Sound Conditions
The frequency of the signaling device selected should be as different from the background noise as possible. The signal
should override this noise by a minimum of six decibels. Usually, the noisier the area, the louder the signal required and
the greater the number required.
4. Size of Area to be Covered
The larger the area, the louder the signal required or the greater the number of units required. Better coverage is
frequently obtained by the use of several signals of lower dB rating than by the use of one very loud signal, providing
the signals can be positioned effectively.
5. Mounting Considerations
The surface that the signal is mounted on can markedly affect the signal’s performance. A horn, for example, should be
rigidly mounted to a sturdy surface so that all of its energy is directed into the sound output and not absorbed by the wall.
A buzzer, however, can sound much louder if mounted on a resonant surface because it will act as a “sound board” for
the device.

11
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CATALOG NUMBER VOLTAGE SUFFIXES
Edwards audible signals are available in a wide variety of voltages. Each signal has a catalog number suffix which
indicates the voltage of that specific signal. The following is a list of the cat. number suffixes and the voltages they
represent:
		Suffix 		Voltage 				Suffix 		Voltage
		
-AQ 		
24V AC/DC 			
-G5 		
24V AC 50/60 Hz
		-E1 		12V DC 				-GW 		24-28V DC
		-EK 		12-48V DC			-MP 		72-125V DC
		
-FJ 		
20-30V DC 			
-N5 		
120V AC 50/60 Hz
		
-FY 		
36V DC 				
-R5 		
240V AV 50/60 Hz
		-G1 		24V DC 				-S1 		250V DC

Kele carries a comprehensive selection of alarms and indication products from Edwards Signaling and other trusted
brands. Give us a call at 888.397.KELE (5353) or visit kele.com at anytime to shop the selection.

125XBR SERIES
The Edwards Signaling 125XBR Class XBR XTRA-BRITE™ LED beacons are UL® and cUL® listed dual mode signaling
devices, available in Steady-On/Flashing (125XBRM) and Steady-On/Lightburst (125XBRZ). Both versions feature a
corrosion resistant Type 4X enclosure and can be panel or conduit mounted. The lens is made of shatter resistant
polycarbonate. Both the 125XBRM and 125XBRZ beacons are dual mode devices, maximizing application flexibility
while reducing inventory costs. It can also be panel-mounted using the mounting gasket provided with the unit.
			

								

																									

AVAILABLE AT KELE.COM
Kele.com | 1.877.826.9047
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H & G SERIES

Non-metallic Polycarbonate Enclosures
The Integra Enclosures Premium H series NEMA 4X enclosures have hinged
covers that close with stainless steel latches. Genesis G series NEMA 4X
enclosures have hinged covers that close with four non-metallic latches.
Integra’s polycarbonate enclosures are designed for use in any electrical
application requiring an enclosure to protect your electrical components.

AVAILABLE NOW AT KELE.COM

PAM-X SERIES

VA301EM
These relays are small encapsulated multi-voltage
modules that provide 10A Form C contacts. These
devices are ideal for applications where remote relays
are required for control or status feedback. They are
suitable for use with HVAC, temperature control, fire
alarm, security, building automation, and lighting
control systems. PAM-X Series relays may be mounted
by using double-sided adhesive tape (provided), a
self-drilling screw, or they may be loosely placed in
a handy box.
AVAILABLE AT KELE.COM
13
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This unit allows the monitoring of toxic and combustible
gases and refrigerants. Up to four sensors can be placed
500´ away from toxic and combustible gases or 200´
away from refrigerant gas monitoring. The transmitter is
equipped with a backlit LCD display and keypad that can
be placed in a safe area remote from the sensors. Alarm
relays and Modbus communication are standard. The
unit is compatible with the VA301C controller.
			
			

AVAILABLE AT KELE.COM

																									

KELE INC. IS PROUD TO ANNOUCE THE ACQUISITION OF CONTROL CONSULTANTS, INC.
This strategic combination highlights each company’s
long-term commitment to providing industry-leading
products and solutions to its customers. The combined
entity will operate as separate brands, but will leverage
the strengths each bring. Kele and CCI headquarters will
remain in Memphis and Boston, respectively. Richard
Campbell, current president and CEO of Kele, will serve as
president and CEO of the combined company. Campbell
has over 30 years of experience with commercial and
industrial products, 27 of which were spent with Trane
focused on heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) and building automation systems (BAS).
John Donahue will continue to serve as president of
CCI, a company that he founded 29 years ago. Donahue
brings over 38 years of experience in the design and
distribution of building automation products. Campbell
and Donahue will be supported by seasoned executives
from both companies.
“Kele is well-known throughout the industry for delivering
customers the products, services, and solutions they
need while providing top-notch technical expertise,”
Campbell said. “CCI has built a reputation on delivering
products and system designs that help keep their
customers in the forefront of the growing intelligent
building market, leading to the ever-growing Internet of
Things (IoT). Together we will be unmatched in delivering
quality products plus game-changing services and
solutions to our customers.”

“CCI is a company dedicated to providing and advancing
innovative controls and solutions that help produce
healthy, comfortable, and energy-efficient buildings,”
Donahue said. “We are very excited to join forces with
Kele, whose culture and commitment to customer
service make them a world-class distributor second to
none. Joining the Kele team will drastically expand our
breadth of products, resources, and specialized services,
ultimately allowing us to better serve our customers.”
Kele’s acquisition of CCI was effective as of September
29, 2017. Blank Rome, LLP. acted as legal counsel
to Kele, Inc. Tamkin & Hochberg, LLP. acted as legal
counsel to Control Consultants, Inc. and Beacon Equity
Advisors, Inc. served as the financial advisor to Control
Consultants Inc.
About Control Consultants, Inc
Control Consultants, Inc. is the premier controls
distributor in the Greater New England area, specializing
in HVAC systems and controls. CCI provides innovative,
cost-effective control solutions and web-based facility
integration designs across a spectrum of facility types,
including commercial buildings, schools, universities,
government facilities, and retail locations. Whether your
needs are basic replacement control components or a
fully integrated solution, CCI provides the technologies
and support from the field device to the enterprise layer.
To learn more about Control Consultants, visit
www.controlconsultantsinc.com.
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Is your BAS system

A11 SERIES:
LOW-LIMIT TEMP CONTROLLER

1. Freeze Protection with Low Temperature Controls
(freeze-stats)
Check that you have the proper controls and that they are
working correctly. Freeze stats and low-temperature cutout
controls are installed to protect your coils. Testing is not
as simple as hitting a button because during install the
copper tubing holding the temperature sensitive gas can
be compromised. Here are some tips on how to test your
controls:

15

The A11 Series Low Temperature Limit Controls
incorporate a 20´ (6 m), vapor-charged sensing
element for HVAC applications and building automation
systems. The low-temperature sensor reacts to the coldest
16˝ (40.6 cm) section of the control’s sensing element.
It is suitable for monitoring the trailing face
of a coil for freeze protection.
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• If the freeze stat comes with an adjustable temperature setting,
set the temperature as low as you feel comfortable with
without dropping below freezing (35°F is typical).
• Buy freeze spray or ice and physically apply to 12˝-18˝ of the
serpentine copper tubing that holds the temperature sensitive
gas vapor. The gas vapor pressure will drop and cause the
freeze stat to trip.
• Verify the sequence of operations that occurs or that is
supposed to occur when the freeze stat trips. This will
typically include a shutdown of unit fans, closing of the
outdoor air damper, and an opening of the hot water valve.
• Once complete, you will need to reset the freeze stat if it
does not do so automatically. In some cases, you may need
to physically reset the freeze stat as well as clear any frontend alarms that have been programmed to prevent the unit
from automatically restarting after a freeze condition.

RAIN/SNOW SENSOR CONTROLLER

THE VERY FIRST THING TO DO!
A good basic first step is to determine what isn’t working prior
to needing it. Test your heating system now to find issues
before it’s too late. Bump up your temperature setpoints,
place your units in test mode, or fake out your outdoor air
temperature sensor with a bag of ice. Run your building
through its paces now.

• Make sure they are installed in the correct location: directly
downstream of the hot water coil (upstream of your cooling
coil) in a horizontal serpentine fashion spaced evenly across
the coil. This location will prevent false trips and provide full
coil coverage.

DS-2C:

It is now a popular quote to hear that “Winter is coming!”
While that is fun to say for Game of Thrones fans, the truth
of the matter is winter really is coming. That means it’s time
to perform some last-minute maintenance checks on your
HVAC system. Making sure the equipment in your customers’
buildings is ready for the cold temperatures is very important
from not only a comfort level but also from a cost perspective.
Below is a basic checklist to help you get started on
winterizing your commercial building.

The ASE DS-2C provides reliable rain and snow detection
and control for commercial or residential applications.
It detects rain to control motorized windows, roof vents,
window wipers, etc., and detects snow to control snow
melt and deicing systems for wheelchair ramps, stairways, driveways, loading docks, roofs, and more.

																									

m ready for the cold?
2. Check All Filters
If you are changing on a schedule or using filter differential
pressure monitors to report filter condition to your building
monitoring system (BMS), it’s a good idea to physically check
your filters this time of year. Clogged or weather dampened
filters can cause your unit to provide lower BTUs of heat than
designed.

6. Clean the Condensate Drains
Check your condensate drains and verify they are clean and
clear of debris. Afterwards, pour some water down the drain
and make sure it works. In cold climates with rooftop units,
insulation and heat tape may be required to keep these drains
from freezing so your units can keep running.

3. Check and Clean Coils
Like filters, a dirty coil can cause your unit to provide lower
BTUs of heat than designed.

7. Check Piping Insulation
Make sure your piping insulation remains intact and
complete. Exposed piping can cause major damage and
should be checked regularly.

4. Check the Outdoor Air Dampers
Physically verify that your outdoor air dampers are actuating
open and closed as required. If your dampers are tough to
access, monitor the mixed air temperature at the front end
after commanding the damper open and closed. If the damper
is working, the mixed air temperature sensor will reflect that.

8. Proper Equipment Winterization
Many equipment manufacturers have required maintenance
procedures to make sure the system is properly winterized.
Refer to the equipment installation or operating manuals to
make sure the cooling system is prepared prior to a freezing
situation.

These low-limit controllers operate electric dampers,
valves, and compressor or fan motors to provide temperature
or limit control of air conditioning systems and refrigeration
units. The L480B has an SPDT switch and automatically
resets; the L480G has an SPST switch that opens on a fall in
temperature and requires manual reset.

																									

LOW-LIMIT TEMP CONTROLLER

Kele has what you need to get your system ready for the
freezing temperatures. Below are just a sample of some
products Kele offers to help you get ready for the cold.
Give us a call at 888.397.5353 if you have questions
specific to your job, Kele is here to help.

L480 SERIES:

TSA/TF142:

These Low Limit Temperature Controllers provide low-limit
temperature control in operating dampers, valves, compressors,
or fan motors in HVAC systems and building automation
systems. Manual and automatic reset model temp controllers
are available with SPDT or DPDT switching action. Models TSA
and TF142 respond to the lowest temperature sensed along
any 1´ (0.3m) section of the capillary element.

LOW-LIMIT TEMP CONTROLLER

5. Check the Outdoor Air Temperature Sensors
Verify the accuracy of the outside temperatures sensors.
In most systems, the boiler relies on this temperature to
decide how hot the hydronic system needs to be to properly
heat the building. In addition, the air handling units use
outdoor air temperature to help decide if the economizer mode
(if applicable) should be utilized. In both situations, an accurate
outdoor air temperature saves you money and headaches.
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Maintaining Balance and Efficiency Thr
Building owners today are looking for cost-effective solutions

flow regulating valve packaged in one valve body. A ball valve

to streamline building operations while providing better

with a characterized insert performs as a regular actuated

occupant comfort, performance, and safety. Many of them have

temperature control valve while a pressure control cartridge

on-site facility personnel to troubleshoot, repair, and maintain

provides automatic flow regulation to maintain a constant flow

the various number of systems in their building. Many hire

of hot or chilled water regardless of system pressure changes.

outside BAS (building automation system) contractors to install

They are used in many closed loop HVAC applications.

building management systems (BMS), or building automation
systems (BAS). These are used to monitor and control essential

The purpose of an automatic flow regulating valve is to ensure

operations like HVAC, lighting, security, and power. As such,

that each coil has the correct flow at all times and under all

these systems have many critical components that require

load conditions. An HVAC system is in balance when fluid flow

regular maintenance to ensure proper functionality. In this

through the coil is within plus or minus 10% of the design flow.

discussion, we will cover the importance of proper control

If the system is not in balance, the unequal distribution of flow

valve selection for increased efficiency with an emphasis on

will create too much flow in some of the coils and too little flow

pressure independent control valves.

in others. Coils with inadequate flow rates will not condition
adequately. Coils with surplus flow will not perform efficiently.

Control valves should be considered one of the key components

They will waste energy because the flow will be too high to

of any HVAC system. Although this is true, it is often the most

maximize the amount of energy transferred between the water

neglected part of a control loop when it comes to an overall

and the air flowing through the coil occupants will complain

understanding of the control itself and maintenance. The

about hot and cold spots in the building.

reasons can vary, but in many cases it is a lack of completely
understanding the many applications, terminologies, and areas

A manual balancing valve is used to adjust actual fluid flow

of engineering disciplines such as fluid mechanics, metallurgy,

through each coil to design flow, with all automatic control

noise control, and piping and vessel design that can be

valves open to full flow position. This is done by manually

involved. Valves and actuators may seem like simple devices,

setting the balancing valves one at a time. One valve is set,

but their sheer number in facilities such as commercial

then the next valve, and so on. Each time one is adjusted the

buildings and data centers can make maintenance a challenge.

system changes, so the valves that were previously balanced

A large commercial facility can have thousands of valves and

are no longer balanced. This is why ASHRAE recommends that

actuators located throughout the building. Despite this, valves

each valve is set at least 3 times to obtain actual flow within

are not top of mind for most facility managers when it comes

plus or minus 10% of the design flow and be considered

to improving energy savings and system performance.

“balanced.”

Not utilizing or maintaining the control system properly
can end up being costly for a business.

Even after a system is manually balanced, it is only balanced
at full flow position. Once any valve in the system changes

A balanced control system is very important. As such, the use

position, it changes the pressure of the system and causes

of pressure independent control valves provides a viable, cost-

the system to become unbalanced and reduces efficiency.

effective solution. Pressure independent control valves (PICV)

This will cause comfort issues. However, it can also cause

are an automatic temperature control valve and an automatic

an issue known as Low Delta T syndrome, which won’t be
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hrough Proper Control Valve Selection
by Darrin Brady | Product Manager, Kele Inc.

covered here, but is important and will be discussed in future

capable of delivering this design flow rate, but round up to the

articles.

next size when needed. As with any installation, it is best to use
isolation valves to make maintenance easier. Pressure independent

Systems with pressure independent control valves do not

control valves have small channels in the valve body to either

need to be balanced and rebalanced during commissioning.

side of the diaphragm. This improves / enhances water quality.

They regulate and maintain a constant flow to the coil as water

Strainers installed before each valve are effective at removing

pressure in the system varies with the changing loads. This

relatively large contaminants. These strainers will also protect

delivers better comfort, increases energy efficiency, reduces

the system’s coils and equipment. However, they will not filter

actuator operation, and reduces expensive call backs. Pressure

very tiny particles. It is important to ensure the quality of media

independent valves allow the system to perform better. With the

with ongoing water treatment and filtration with a side stream

right flow to each coil, boilers and chillers are most efficient.

(bypass) filter. Proper commissioning includes flushing the

Pressure independent control valves integrate dynamic balancing

system. In addition, if the pump speed is controlled with a

and control functions into a single product. They respond to

remote differential pressure sensor, the greatest savings will

changes in pressure in order to maintain the desired flow.

be achieved by placing the sensor at the pressure independent
control valve located furthest from the pump. This way the

The differential pressure regulator part of the valve incorporates

pump is driven to develop only the head required to support

a rubber diaphragm that is moved by pressure differential and

the most remote valve and coil in the system.

a spring. It is exposed to the inlet pressure on one side and the
outlet pressure on the other. As the diaphragm moves, it operates

Pressure independent control valves not only make installation

a valve that keeps the pressure drop across the ball valve

and commissioning simpler, they deliver a constant flow even

constant regardless of system pressure changes. The ball valve

as loads change and valves in the system open and close.

section then modulates to maintain room setpoint so the flow is

This reduces actuator operation and delivers better zone

varied by room demand, not by changes in system pressure.

control. By providing the right flow to each key component
in the HVAC system, costs are reduced and system efficiency

Given that the valve is both a control valve and automatic

is greatly increased.

balancing valve in one, the installation is easier. There is no
need to purchase and install a balancing valve and a control

As a BAS contractor, it is important to stay up to date on what

valve. This, in addition to no system balancing and re-balancing,

is trending in our industry. Building owners are driven to have

saves installation costs. They also eliminate the need for

cost-effective systems while still providing comfort, performance,

expensive and complex reverse return piping. They greatly

and safety. With PICV technology, you can provide increased

reduce the labor of testing, adjusting, and balancing. This is

efficiency with emphasis on pressure and cost savings that are

especially pronounced in phased projects where the entire

critical to you and your customer’s success.

system must be balanced again as each new phase is completed.
To meet various applications, pressure Independent control
valves come in a wide variety of incremental flow settings.
Select the correct valve for your application by choosing a valve
that matches the coil design flow rate. Select the smallest valve
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Meet Rob Benson,
our new Chief Sales Officer
Rob was a Kele customer for 29 years and understands
what you need to succeed in the building automation
industry.
“I was attracted to Kele because of the energy of the
team and the momentum around creating a world-class
customer experience, not yet seen in the building
automation industry. I am excited to be part of the

Rob Benson
Chief Sales Officer, Kele Inc.

E-mail: info@kele.com
Phone: 877.826.9047
Int'l: 001-901-382-6084
Do you have questions or
submissions for Insights?
Send an e-mail to:
marcom@kele.com

Contact: info@kele.com for
information or pricing on any
of the products showcased in this issue,
or to download product data sheets

journey to bring you game-changing solutions in 2018
and beyond,” said Benson.

